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Founded by Cameron Mitchell in 1993, Cameron Mitchell Restaurants, LLC
(CMR) has built a diverse portfolio of varied concepts, ranging from multi-location upscale destinations to single neighborhood favorites. Today, CMR operates
36 restaurants under 16 different concepts, including Cameron Mitchell Premier
Events, which oversees four venues in Columbus, Ohio, where Cameron Mitchell
first began his restaurant business. The Ocean Prime concept has 16 locations
in 13 states.
The various concepts have received numerous culinary, leadership, entrepreneur, community service and readers’ choice awards. The award-winning
Ocean Prime delivers an extraordinary experience with stunning settings,
an impressive menu of seafood and prime cuts of steak, signature cocktails, a
Wine Spectator-honored wine list and truly genuine hospitality. From the
kitchen and bar, there is an appreciation for ingredients that comes through
in every dish. The menu is classic and yet there is a modern sensibility to
the preparations which range from lighter fare like a shellfish cobb salad and
sushi, or more indulgent items like a smoking shellfish tower, juicy steaks and
decadent desserts.
Each Ocean Prime location is designed and inspired by the unique energy
of the city where it’s located. With stunning spaces, luxe details and truly exceptional service, Ocean Prime is an ideal place to socialize, talk business, celebrate
and indulge.
CMR opened Ocean Prime Chicago in April 2019, and a location at the
Denver Tech Center in fall 2018. In 2018, CMR celebrated its 25th anniversary. CMR
commemorated the anniversary by making a $25,000 donation to the Mid-Ohio
Foodbank as well as distributing box lunches to Serving Our Neighbors (SON)
Ministries and the Homeless Families Foundation.
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